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1. Parallels Desktop 12 for Mac: Powerful Platform for macOS
Sierra and Windows 10
Following its annual tradition, Parallels has announced the latest edition with advanced capabilities and
technical inheritance to give an edge to your experience with the virtual machine software suite.
Parallels 12 for Mac has been brought in with a strong and reliable framework that can best be used to
support both the latest operating systems - Windows 10 and macOS Sierra. As the experts outline,
Parallels has made some interesting things this time so as to ensure a flawless and accurate execution
for the operating systems.
Parallels Desktop 12 concentrates on eliminating some of the drawbacks identified while using a virtual
machine for Windows on Mac. The drawbacks may include backing up, high-definition graphical
execution, and other tasks that require somehow more advanced platform and operating capacity. The
software comes in featured with one year of cloud backup with 500GB of storage - which allows you to
get your all important data files a ked up su essfully without a y te h ologi al halle ges…Read
more at http://parallelscustomersupportnumber.blogspot.in/2016/11/parallels-desktop-12-for-macpowerful.html

2. Parallels New version for Mac Creates Stimulation for
Software Upgrade?
Every year, desktop virtualization software Parallels unveils an upgraded version of Parallels for Mac
computers. It is assumed that every new version developed for Mac comes with new Windows features.
This time, Parallels is back with new announcements to stun its users with the Parallels Desktop 12 for
Mac. But there is no sensation or excitement as the new version is no better than the last version. It has
been designed after keeping the needs of Mac users, who prefer to use Windows 10 on Mac, in mind. As
Parallels Desktop 11 still fully supports Windows 10 in Coherence Mode, it seems the new version will
not create excitement as it comes with a few features that rarely catch all eyes.
The Parallels Desktop 12 for Mac is out with annual speed improvements and a new "Parallels Toolbox
for Mac" application. This app allows users to record audio, take screenshots, and download videos
from popular social media channels. This time, Parallels Toolbox is an entirely separate product available
at $10 a year. Remember that the same product also come with Parallels Desktop 12. Whenever any
ew produ t is lau hed, it is likely that it akes users fa e lots of halle ges a d pro le s…Read ore
at http://parallelssupport.weebly.com/blog/parallels-new-version-for-mac-creates-stimulation-forsoftware-upgrade

